Ballpark Mysteries

All titles can be found in the juvenile mystery collection under J M KEL.

0   #1...The Fenway Foul-Up
0   #2...The Pinstripe Ghost
0   #3...The L.A. Dodger
0   #4...The Astro Outlaw
0   #5...The All-Star Joker
0   #6...The Wrigley Riddle
0   #7...The San Francisco Splash
0   #8...The Missing Marlin
0   #9...The Philly Fake
0   #10...The Rookie Blue Jay
0   #11...The Tiger Troubles
0   #12...The Ranger's Rustlers
0   #13...The Capital Catch
0   #14...The Cardinal's Caper
0   #15...The Baltimore Bandit
0   #16...The Colorado Curveball

Super Special Editions
0   Christmas in Cooperstown
0   The World Series Curse
0   Subway Series Surprise
0   The World Series Kids
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